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Dream Lottery tickets may be gone soon
LONDON, Ont. – Sales for the lottery’s fall 2021 edition are ahead of this past spring (which
sold out in a record-breaking two weeks) Fifty per cent of Dream tickets and 50 per cent of
Making a Difference Calendar tickets are already gone. The 50/50 draw already sits at $730,500
(winner takes half) and is continuing to grow at a record pace.
At this rate, Dream Lottery tickets could be gone before the Free Ticket Draw sales deadline on
October 14, setting another record for the fundraiser. Making a Difference Calendar and 50/50
ticket sales will also close once Dream tickets are sold out.
Dream Lottery, the joint-venture of London Health Sciences Foundation, Children’s Foundation
and St. Joseph’s Health Care Foundation is in its 25th year. It has raised more than $47 million
net since 1996.
“We continue to be humbled by the generosity our community shows for the Dream Lottery
program,” says John MacFarlane, President and CEO, London Health Sciences Foundation.
“The ongoing and steadfast support for London’s hospitals makes a difference in the lives of
patients and families in our region. Thank you for choosing to care.”
The Grand prize and 50/50 winners’ announcement is scheduled for January 6, 2022. However,
lottery rules allow that if Dream Lottery is sold-out by the October 28 Loyalty Draw sales
deadline, then all remaining early draws and the final draw will take place on November 9, with
the Grand Prize and 50/50 winners announced on November 10.
Dream Lottery tickets can be purchased by calling 519-488-7100, or at www.dreamitwinit.ca.
Making a Difference Calendars and 50/50 tickets can be ordered at the time of a Dream Lottery
ticket purchase. After buying Dream Lottery tickets, they can only be purchased by phone. All
Dream Lottery details, including ticket prices, prizes, draws, as well as important dates and
contest rules, can also be found online.
- 30 Dream Lottery (Licence Numbers: DLRAF1217968, 50/50RAF1217965, CLRAF1217967) is a
joint venture of St. Joseph’s Health Care Foundation, London Health Sciences Foundation, and
Children's Health Foundation. Together St. Joseph’s Health Care London, London Health
Sciences Centre and Children’s Hospital at LHSC receive more than 1.9 million patient visits
from across Southwestern Ontario and beyond each year. In addition to caring for London-area
residents, the hospitals are referral centres providing specialized services in support of the
excellent care of the region's community hospitals.
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